JUST PICK THE PRETTY ONE

Improvised Electronic Music
by Dahlstedt & Mcilwain

Live at Horse Bazaar Dec 11, 9 pm

397 Little Lonsdale St, Melbourne
(Between Queen St and Elizabeth St near the corner of Hardware St)

An evening of interesting and creative music making by two very experienced and talented composers who come from opposite ends of the world. Palle Dahlstedt (Sweden) and Peter Mcilwain (Australia) are respected for both their creative work and their research into the development of new software and hardware tools for generative music. Palle's software is used by the Clavia company in the renowned Nord Modular synthesisers and Peter is a co-designer of Nodal a popular new composition system for Mac OS X. Their compositions have been performed around the world and they are both experienced in live improvisation in groups such as; Palle's duo pantoMorf and Peter's Sonic Art Group. Their commissioned work includes sound installations such as Peter's work in the Virtual Room of the Melbourne Museum.